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ABSTRACT:Conventional clustering algorithms which are been used in the Data mining concept, using k-means 

algorithm doesn't estimate well for very large datasets or data streams. The data are too huge such that the data doesn't 

fit into the main memory and have to be stored in a distributed manner. Hence conventional clustering algorithms 

typically requires repeated access to all the data through more than one passes which would be very expensive when 

large data are to be used. BIRCH is an approach, where it has the ability to incrementally as well as dynamically cluster 

the incoming and multi-dimensional metric data based on the traversal of complete binary tree, where the degree of leaf 

node is same. The subclusters which are the child of leaf nodes can have more than two nodes which are called as 

clusters in an attempt to produce the best quality clustering for a given set of resources such as memory and time 

constrains. By using this hierarchical clustering concept, the algorithm makes the entire usage of the available memory 

to derive the finest possible sub-clusters with minimized I/O costs. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Data Stream Mining is that the method of extracting data from continuous flow of information or streams. A 

knowledge stream is an ordered sequence of instances used in several applications of information stream mining where, 

there exist restricted computing and abuse storage capabilities. In several knowledge stream mining applications, the 

intention is to predict the category or cost of latest instances within the knowledge stream given some data regarding 

the category membership or values of previous instances within the knowledge stream. In various applications, the 

principles behind their labelling may have some modification over time, i.e. the expected value and the target achieved 

may be differed. This downside is cited as thought drift 

 

A. Various Software for Data Stream Mining: 

Rapid Miner is a free open-source software for knowledge discovery, machine learning, data stream mining and data 

mining, in learning time-varying concepts, and even in tracking drifting concepts MOA (Massive Online Analysis) is 

another free open-source software which is specific for mining data streams with concept drift of these data. It has 

various machine learning algorithms such as Classification, Clustering, Outlier detection and Regression. It also 

contains a prequential evaluation method. MOA supports bi-directional interaction with Weka, (Machine learning 

approach). 

 

B. Streaming Algorithms 

For finding out the most frequent elements in a data stream, some notable algorithms are used such as: Karp-

Papadimitriou-Shenker algorithm, Count-Min sketch, Sticky sampling, Lossy counting, Sample and Hold, Sketch-

guided sampling, Multi-stage Bloom filters. 
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1) Applications 

Streaming algorithms have many applications in networking like monitoring network links for elephant flows, 

estimating the flow size of distribution, counting the total number of distinct flows and so on. They even have 

applications in databases like estimating the size of a join. 

 

C. Clustering 

Cluster is a group of objects that belongs to similar classes. In other words the similar objects are grouped in a single 

cluster and dissimilar objects are grouped in another cluster. Clustering is the process of making group of abstract 

objects into classes of similar objects. A cluster of data objects can be treated as a one group. While doing the cluster 

analysis, the set of data should be partitioned into groups based on data similarity and then assign the label to the 

groups. The main advantage of Clustering over classification is that, clustering is adaptable to changes and identifies 

unique features that is differed from other groups. 

 

Typical cluster models includes (1) Connectivity models: for example hierarchical clustering builds models based on 

distance connectivity. (2) Centroid models: for example the k-means algorithm represents each cluster by a single mean 

vector. (3) Distribution models: clusters are modelled using statistical distributions, like varying normal distribution 

used by the Expectation maximum algorithm. Density models: for example DBSCAN and OPTICS defines clusters as 

connected dense regions in the data space. Subspace models: in Biclustering which is also known as Co-clustering, the 

clusters are modelled with both the cluster members and relevant attributes. (4) Group models: some algorithms do not 

provide a refined model for their results and just provide the grouping information. (5) Graph-based models: a clique is 

a subset of nodes in a graph such that every two nodes in the subset are connected by an edge can be considered as a 

prototypical form of cluster. A "clustering" is actually a group of such clusters, sometimes containing all objects within 

the data set. In addition, it should specify the relationship between each of the clusters. For example, a hierarchy of 

clusters embedded in one another. Clustering may be roughly distinguished as hard clustering and soft clustering where 

each object belongs to a single cluster and cluster to a certain degree simultaneously.  

 

There are also finer distinctions possible, for example: strict partitioning clustering: here each object belongs to exactly 

one cluster strict partitioning clustering with outliers: objects can also belong to no cluster, and are considered outliers 

overlapping clustering, while in a hard clustering, objects belong to more than one cluster. Hierarchical clustering: 

objects that belong to a child cluster also belong to the parent cluster.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

A. Evaluation of Data Stream Mining 

The performance of an algorithm that operates on data streams is measured by three root factors. The number of passes 

the algorithm must make over the stream, the available memory and the running time of the algorithm. These 

algorithms have many similarities with online algorithms since they both require decisions to be made before all the 

data are available and are not alike. Data stream algorithms have limited memory only but they may be able to defer 

action until a group of points arrive. If this is an approximation algorithm, then the accuracy of the result is another 

important issue. The accuracy is often stated as an approximation meaning that the algorithm achieves an error of 

less than with probability  

 

B. Cluster Analysis 

Cluster analysis or clusteris that the task of clustering a collection of objects in such the simplest way that objects 

within the same group (called a cluster) area unitadditional similar (in some sense or another) to everyapart from to 

those in differentteams (clusters). It’s a main task of exploratory data processing, and a standard technique for applied 

mathknowledge analysis, employed inseveral fields, together with machine learning, pattern recognition, image 

analysis, info retrieval, and bioinformatics. Cluster analysis itself isn't one specific rule, howeverthe overall task to be 

resolved. It may be achieved bynumerous algorithms that take issueconsiderably in their notion of what constitutes a 

cluster and the way to with efficiencyrealize them. Standard notions of clusters embracegroup with tiny distances 
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among the cluster members, dense areas of the informationarea, intervals or explicitapplied math distributions. 

Clusterwillthus be developed as a multi-objective improvementdrawback. The suitableclusterrule and parameter 

settings rely upon the individual knowledge set and meant use of the results. Cluster analysis isn't an automatic task, 

however a repetitivemethodof informationdiscovery or interactive multi-objective improvement that involves trial and 

failure. It’llusually be necessary to switchknowledge preprocessing and model parameters till the result achieves the 

required properties. 

 

C. Clustering Methods 

1) Hierarchical Method 

This methodology produce the hierarchical decomposition of the given set of information. The Hierarchical method can 

be classified on basis of how the hierarchical decomposition is formed as follows 

a) Agglomerative Approach 

This approach is additionally referred to as bottom-up approach. During this we tend to begin with every object 

forming a separate cluster. It carry on doing therefore till all of the groups keeps on merging the objects that are close 

to each other. It carry on doing so until all of the groups are merged into one or until the termination condition holds.  

b) Divisive Approach 

This approach is additionally referred to as top-down approach. During this we tend to begin with all of the objects 

within the same cluster. Within the continuous iteration, a cluster is separate into smaller clusters. It's down till every 

object in one cluster or the termination condition holds. Disadvantage of this methodology is rigid i.e. once merge or 

split is finished, it will never be undone 

2) Approaches to Improve Quality of Hierarchical Clustering 

Here are two approaches that are used to improve quality of stratified clustering: (1) Perform careful analysis of object 

linkages at every stratified partitioning. (2)Integrate stratified agglomeration by first employing astratifiedcollectiverule 

to cluster objects into microclusters, soacting macroclustering on the microclusters. The foremost advantage of this 

technique is quicktime interval. It’s dependent solely on the quantity of cells in every dimension within thequantityarea. 

3) Applications of Cluster Analysis  

Clustering Analysis is looselyemployed inseveral applications likeresearch, pattern recognition, information analysis, 

and image process. Cluster mayfacilitate marketers discover distinct teams in their client basis. And that theywill 

characterize their clientteamssupportedgetting patterns. In field of biology it may bewont to derive plant and animal 

taxonomies, categorize genes with similar practicality and gain insight into structures inherent in populations. Cluster 

conjointly helps in identification of areas of comparable land use in Associate in nursing earth observation information. 

It conjointly helps within the identification of teamsof homesduring atown according house sort, price and geographic 

location. Cluster conjointly helps in classifying documents on the online for info discovery. Cluster is 

additionallyemployed in outlier detection applications like detection of MasterCard fraud. As an information mining 

operate Cluster Analysis function a tool to achieve insight into the distribution of informationto watch characteristics of 

every cluster. 

4) Data Clustering Algorithms  

Clustering algorithms may beclassifiedsupported their cluster model. There are presumably over one hundredprinted 

cluster algorithms however not all give models for his or her clusters and mayso not simply be classified. There’s no 

objectively "correct" cluster algorithmic rule. The most applicable cluster algorithmic rule for a 

selecteddrawbacktypicallymust be chosen through an experiment, unless there's a mathematical reason to like one 

cluster model over another. It ought to be noted that an algorithmic rulethat's designed for one quite model has no 

discovera knowledge set that contains a radically totally differentquite model. 

 

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION AND METHODOLOGY 

 

A. Problem With Previous Methods 

Conventional clustering approaches like k-means and k- medoids doesn’t scale well for a really massive datasets. 

Previous cluster algorithms performed less effectively over terriblymassive databases whichthey are doing not match 

into main memory and ought to be hold onduring a distributed manner. As a result, there was plenty of overhead 
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maintaining high cluster quality whereas minimizing the price of addition IO (input/output) operations. Moreovermost 

of BIRCH's predecessors examine all information points, i.e it checks on all presently existing clusters equally 

 

B. Solution for the Problems 

Hence the effectively scalable BIRCH clustering technique for very large datasets is used, where efficiency including 

less storage space, increased speed is improved. 

1). BIRCH Algorithm: BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies) is an unsupervised 

datamining rule to perform hierarchical clustering over significantly large data-sets. The main advantage of BIRCH 

algorithm is the ability to incrementally and dynamically cluster the incoming, multi-dimensional metric data points in 

an endeavorto provide the most effective quality clustering for a given set of resources (memory and time constraints). 

In most cases, BIRCH solely needs one scan of the information. Additionally, BIRCH even claims to be the "first 

clustering rule projected within the info space to handle 'noise'. 

2). Advantages with BIRCH: It is natural in every cluster that, the cluster decision is made while not scanning all 

knowledge points and presently existing clusters. It exploits the observation that knowledge area isn't sometimes 

uniformly occupied and each information is not equally vital. It makes full use of obtainable memory to derive the best 

potential sub-clusters whereas minimizing I/O costs. In addition, it is a progressive methodology that doesn't need the 

entire knowledge set ahead. 

 

C. BIRCH Clustering Algorithm 

Given a collection of N dimensional information points, the cluster feature of the set is outlined because the triple 

CF=(N,LS,SS),where LS is a the linear addition and SS is the square sum of information points. Cluster options are 

organized in a CF tree, that could be a height balanced tree with two parameters such as branching factor B and 

threshold T. Every non-leaf node contains at the most B entries of the shape[CFi, childi], where childi could be a 

pointer to its ith child node and CFi is the clustering feature which represents the associated subcluster.  

A leaf node contains at the most L entries each of the form [CFi].  In addition, it has two pointers such as previous and 

next thatare used to chain all the leaf nodes along. The tree size depends on the parameter T. A node is neededto suitin 

a page of size P. B and L area unit determined by P. therefore P is varied for performance standardization. It isa really 

compact illustration of the dataset as a result ofevery entry in the leaf node is notone data but a subcluster. 

In this algorithm the first step is to scan all data and to build an initial memory CF tree using the given amount of 

memory. In the second step, all the leaf entries in the initial CF tree is scanned to rebuild a smaller CF tree, where 

outliers are removed and the crowded subclusters are grouped into larger clusters. In the third step, an existing 

clustering algorithm is used to cluster all leaf entries, where the agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm is 

applied directly to the subclusters represented by their CF vectors. 

 In addition it also provides the flexibility of allowing the user to specify either the desired number of clusters or the 

desired diameter threshold for clusters. After the completion of the above step, a set of clusters is obtained that captures 

major distribution pattern in the data. But there may exist minor or localized inaccuracies that could be handled by this 

step 4, which is optional. The centroids of the clusters produced in the third step are used as seeds in the step 4 and the 

data points are redistributed to its closest seeds to obtain a new set of clusters. Step 4 provides with an option of 

discarding outliers which is a point that is too far from its closest seed can be treated as an outlier 

 

IV. ARCHITECTURE FOR CLUSTERING 

 

A. Overall Clustering Framework 

The stream framework consists of two main components: 1. Data Stream Data (DSD) that manages or creates a data or 

information stream, and2. Data Stream Task (DST) that performs stream mining task on data. Figure 4.4 shows a high 

level read of the interaction of the parts. We have a tendency to begin by creating a Data Stream Data object and a Data 

Stream Task object. Then the Data Stream Task object starts receiving data from the DSDobject. At any time, we are 

able to get the present results from the DST object. DSTs will implement any kind of data stream mining task such as 

classification or clustering. 
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Figure 1: Overall framework of Data Stream Architecture 

 

B. Clustering Architecture with respect to BIRCH Algorithm 

The clustering architecture based on the BIRCH algorithm is implemented is shown in the figure 

In Phase 1, the data is loaded into the memory. Then an initial in-memory CF-Tree is built with the data in one scan. 

The subsequent phases become fast, accurate, less order sensitive 

In Phase 2, the data is condensed. The CF-Tree is rebuilt with a larger tree. But this condensing is optional  

In Phase 3, we do Global clustering (Modified BIRCH). Now the clustering algorithm is used for the existing CF leafs 

 

 
Figure 2:  Birch Overview 

 

V. IMPLEMENTATION OF DATA STREAM CLUSTERING 

 

BIRCH is an approach, where it has the ability to incrementally as well as dynamically cluster the incoming and multi-

dimensional metric data based on the traversal of complete binary tree, where the degree of leaf node is same. The 

subclusters which are the child of leaf nodes can have more than two nodes which are called as clusters in an attempt to 

produce the best quality clustering for a given set of resources such as memory and time constrains. By using this 

hierarchical clustering concept, the algorithm makes the entire usage of the available memory to derive the finest 

possible sub-clusters with minimized I/O costs. The clustering is done on the basis of top down approach, where it has 

the ability to incrementally as well as dynamically cluster the incoming and multi-dimensional metric data by the use of 

BIRCH algorithm. This Birch algorithm has been enhanced based on the complete binary tree strategy for traversal, 

where the child node can be in any level of degree, containing that all the leaf node are in the same order of degree by 
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maintaining the concept of complete binary tree. The subclusters which are the child of leaf nodes can have more than 

two nodes which are called as clusters. This is an attempt which is going to produce the best quality clustering for a 

given set of resources such as memory and time constrains. By using this hierarchical clustering concept, the algorithm 

makes the entire usage of the available memory to derive the finest possible sub-clusters with minimized I/O costs. 

 

A. Software Required for this Work 

R Data Mining Tool(R Studio), RScript Coding Language, Windows 8 Operating System, Packages used are cluster, 

cluster.datasets, Rattle, Clusteval, NbClust, Plot3D, Stats and even some more. 

 

1) Coding Language 

An R script is simply a text file containing (almost) the same commands that you would enter on the command line of 

R. It refers to the fact that if sink()is used to send the output to a file, then some commands have to be enclosed in 

print() to get the same output as on the command line. 

 

2) Advantage of using RScript 

R provides a wide variety of graphical and statistical techniques, which includes linear and nonlinear model, time-series 

analysis, classical statistical tests, clustering, classification, and other mining concepts. R is easily extensible through 

functions and extensions. R community is highlighted for its contributions in terms of various packages. Many of the 

standard functions in R are written in R language itself, which seems simple for the users to follow the algorithmic 

choices made. Another strength of R is its static graphics, which can produce high-quality publication graphs which 

includes mathematical symbols. Dynamic graphs and interactive graphics are also available through additional 

packages. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

K-means, k-medoids are the conventional clustering algorithms which clusters the data which are static. Hence the data 

streams are clustered dynamically in a single pass within the limited memory space and efficiency is improved using 

BIRCH technique by the concept of complete binary tree. Given a limited amount of main memory, this enhanced 

BIRCH can minimize the time required for I/O.BIRCH is a scalable clustering algorithm with respect to the number of 

objects, and good quality of clustering of the data. 
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